
 

 

 

 

 

Ready to make the world a better place? 

Then join us!  

We are an alliance of more than twenty multinational companies, consulted by Deloitte, EY, KPMG 

and PwC, supported by organizations such as the OECD, World Bank, EU and a widespread multi-

stakeholder network with our headquarters in Frankfurt am Main. 

Well-known companies such as Anglo American, BASF, BMW, Bosch, Deutsche Bank, DPDHL, Kering, 

Holcim, Michelin, Mitsubishi Chemical, Otto, Porsche, Novartis, Sana, SAP, Schaeffler, Shinhan, SK, 

and ZF have come together with the common goal of creating a standardized way to measure and 

compare the value of contributions made by businesses to society, the economy and the 

environment – a metric not previously reflected in a company's accounting systems.  

Our aim is to make the world a better place by enabling corporate decision-makers to arrive at more 

conscious and sounder decisions for people and the environment, while leading their businesses 

competitively into the future. This means comprehensively rethinking the way we achieve and 

measure success. 

The EU commissioned us to develop a Green Accounting Standard as part of the Corporate 

Sustainability Reporting Directive and has nominated us to the Platform Sustainable Finance – a first 

step towards anchoring our novel approach throughout the broader economy. But we have higher 

ambitions! Supported by the major accounting firms, as well as by researchers and academia, and in 

close cooperation with the standard setters, our goal is to establish a uniform, internationally 

recognised valuation methodology for calculating reliable sustainability metrics. We are also working 

to encourage more companies worldwide to join our initiative. 

 

 

To support this work, we are currently seeking to hire a: 

 



Working Student Sustainable Finance (f/m/d) 

Responsibilities 

• Support the Sustainable Finance Team in the preparation of presentations, position papers 

and analyses in a wide area of regulatory initiatives and developments in legislation and 

standard setting on sustainable finance, sustainability reporting and accounting 

• Conduct background research and prepare updates for the team 

• Support the Sustainable Finance Team in the day-to-day business and support in the 

preparation of engagement activities with policy makers, regulators, and standard setters at 

international and national level 

• Analyse financial market developments in the field of sustainable finance 

 

Profile 

• Preferred with advanced Master’s (or second half of Bachelor) study in political or social 

science, economics or similar studies 

• Solid knowledge in Sustainable Finance and the functioning of Financial Markets, ideally with 

a good understanding of institutional and governance structures of international 

organizations and standard setters   

• Practical experience in advocacy and business sustainability is a plus 

• Extremely well structured with very strong interpersonal skills 

• Highly motivated in delivering in agile and innovative environment 

• Fluent in English, outstanding skills in writing and verbal communication  

 

 

We want you to support our mission  

As part of our international team, you can expect highly motivated colleagues, an interesting work 

environment and plenty of opportunities to learn new things as well as flexible working hours. If you 

want to help us make the world a better place, send us your application in English or German, stating 

your earliest starting date, to info@value-balancing.com, attention to Christian Heller and Peter 

Kieffer. 

www.value-balancing.com 
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